BUYING GUIDE

HEMNES
Storage series
DESIGN

Carina Bengs

CARE INSTRUCTION

Wipe clean with a cloth dampened
in a mild cleaner.
Wipe dry with a clean cloth.

GOOD TO KNOW

Be sure to follow the instructions
in the manual for charging
electronic equipment. We
recommend that you switch off
the power supply when leaving
electronic equipment unattended
for a longer period.
The material in this product may
be recyclable. Please check the
recycling rules in your community
and if recycling facilities exist in
your area.

SAFETY

Secure It! Prevent tip-over
injury. Furniture with included
restraints must be secured to the
wall according to the assembly
instructions.
Different wall materials require
different types of hardware.
Use hardware (sold separately)
suitable for the walls in your
home.

Living room and workplace in the same style
In the HEMNES series you’ll find everything you need to make your
living room pleasant and practical – and even create a workplace for
productive work, too. Choose between tables, bookcases, glass-door
cabinets, TV units, and desks; Many with smart solutions that help you
organize just about everything – from cords to flatware, binders and
knick-knacks. All pieces in the HEMNES series share the same genuine
solid wood and timeless design, so it’s easy to coordinate pieces and
make a matching workplace that looks great in your living room – or
anywhere in your home.
Beautiful in a natural way
There is something special about HEMNES – and one important reason
is that all the furniture in the series is made of solid wood. Wood
is a natural material that ages beautifully and is both durable and
renewable. That’s very important of course, but the feeling it gives is
just as important; the solid wood gives character and natural beauty to
the furniture. That will make you want to live with it in your home for
a long time – and it will become more beautiful and more personal for
every passing year.

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.
Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting
IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

COMBINATIONS
Overall size: Width×Depth×Height.

HEMNES Storage combination with glass doors
Overall size: 70⅞×14⅝×77½".
This combination $498

HEMNES Bookcase
Overall size: 90⅛×14⅝×77½".
This combination $427

White stain

092.338.49

White stain

792.311.54

Black-brown

492.338.47

Black-brown

192.311.52

Dark gray stain

492.995.36

HEMNES Storage combination with doors and drawers
Overall size: 74×14⅝×77½".
This combination $657

HEMNES TV storage combination
Overall size: 96½×14⅝-18½×77½".
This combination $457

White stain

992.342.55

White stain

992.995.48

Black-brown

492.339.70

Black-brown

392.995.46

Dark gray stain

292.995.37

HEMNES TV storage combination
Overall size: 128⅜×14⅝-18½×77½".
This combination $747

HEMNES TV storage combination
Overall size: 128⅜×14⅝-18½×77½".
This combination $599

White stain

192.995.66

White stain

492.995.55

Black-brown

292.995.61

Black-brown

592.995.50

White stain/light brown

992.995.72

Dark gray stain

692.996.15
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES

Glass-door cabinet 35⅜×14⅝×77½". Max load 66 lbs/shelf.
Solid wood; gives a natural feel. Four adjustable shelves;
adjust spacing according to need. One fixed shelf for high
stability. Bottom shelf is removable; hide multiple sockets, etc
underneath. Doors with integrated damper and for silent and
soft-closing.
Black-brown

103.717.69

$349

Light brown

003.717.60

$349

White stain

903.717.70

$349

Side table 21⅝×21⅝×19⅝". Solid wood; gives a natural feel.
Separate shelf for storing magazines, etc.; keeps your things
organized and the table top clear.
Dark gray stain

Max load 66 lbs/shelf. Solid wood; gives a natural feel. Three
adjustable shelves; adjust spacing according to need. Doors
with integrated damper for silent and soft-closing. Adjustable
feet; also stands steady on an uneven floor. One small drawer
makes it easy to organize pens, flatware, etc. Two large drawers
for hidden, dust-free storage of games, accessories, an extra
blanket, etc. The concealed drawer runners ensure that
drawers run smoothly even when heavily loaded.
703.717.71

$399

White stain

503.717.72

$399

White stain/light brown

504.135.07

$399

Bookcase 19¼×14⅝×77½". Solid wood; gives a natural feel. Four
adjustable shelves; adjust spacing according to need. One fixed
shelf for high stability. Bottom shelf is removable; hide multiple
sockets, etc underneath. Adjustable feet; also stands steady on
an uneven floor.
Black-brown

603.717.62

$129

White stain

403.717.63

$129

Dark gray stain

603.817.42

$129

203.717.64

$149

White stain

903.717.65

$149

Dark gray stain

503.817.52

$149

White stain/light brown

604.135.02

$149

Black-brown

303.345.06

$199

White stain

403.495.69

$199

Dark gray stain

903.817.31

$199

White stain/light brown

104.135.28

$199

Wall/bridging shelf 58¼×14⅝×13⅜". Max load 99 lbs. Solid
wood; gives a natural feel. The wall/bridging shelf connects two
sections and provides space for a large flat screen TV; can also
be hung separately on the wall.
Black-brown

202.972.17

$102

White stain

602.972.20

$102

Dark gray stain

203.817.58

$102

TV unit 72×18½×22½". Max load 110 lbs.
Black-brown

003.392.18

$229

Light brown

803.392.19

$229

White stain

603.392.20

$229

Dark gray stain

503.817.47

$229

Wall/bridging shelf 72×14⅝×13⅜". Max load 99 lbs. Solid wood;
gives a natural feel. The wall/bridging shelf connects two
sections and provides space for a large flat screen TV; can also
be hung separately on the wall.

Bookcase 35⅜×14⅝×77½". Solid wood; gives a natural feel. Four
adjustable shelves; adjust spacing according to need. One fixed
shelf for high stability. Bottom shelf is removable; hide multiple
sockets, etc underneath. Adjustable feet; also stands steady on
an uneven floor.
Black-brown

$99

TV unit 58¼×18½×22½". Max load 110 lbs.

Glass door cabinet with three drawers 35⅜×14⅝×77½".

Black-brown

303.817.48

Black-brown

803.393.99

$117

Light brown

403.394.00

$117

White stain

103.394.11

$117

Dark gray stain

503.817.28

$117

58¼×18½"

803.854.66

$20

72×18½"

003.854.65

$30

Top panel for TV unit Glass.

Coffee table 46½×29½×18½". Separate shelf for storing magazines, etc.; keeps your things organized and the table top clear.
Black-brown

801.762.84

$149

Corner TV unit 57⅞×16⅛×24". Max load 110 lbs.

White stain

301.762.86

$149

Black-brown

704.249.77

$149

Dark gray stain

803.817.36

$149

White

904.249.76

$149

Black-brown

103.632.17

$169

White stain

903.632.23

$169

Coffee table 35⅜×35⅜×18⅛". Separate shelf for storing magazines, etc.; keeps your things organized and the table top clear.
Black-brown

101.762.92

$149

White stain

101.762.87

$149

Dark gray stain

003.817.40

$149

White stain/light brown

304.134.95

$149

Desk with two drawers 47¼×18½".

Desk 61×25⅝×29⅛". Cable shelf under the table top; keep
sockets and cables out of sight and the work surface
uncluttered. Adjustable shelf in the cabinet provides space for
a computer; adjust according to need. Adjustable file frame in
lower drawer; can be adjusted for letter or legal size paper. May
be completed with HEMNES add-on unit for desk.

Console table 61¾×15¾×29⅛". Max load 33 lbs/shelf. Solid
wood; gives a natural feel. Eight compartments in two different
sizes; convenient storage for books, magazines, accessories,
etc. Can be placed behind a sofa, along a wall, or be used as a
room divider.
Black-brown

002.518.09

$249

White stain

002.518.14

$249

Dark gray stain

503.817.33

$249

Black-brown

602.457.21

$299

White stain

702.457.25

$299

Dark gray stain

303.817.29

$299

Black-brown

803.092.55

$299

White stain

403.092.57

$299

Add-on unit desk 59⅞×9⅞×24¾". Maximum screen size flat
screen 27". Can only be used together with HEMNES desk.
When the add-on unit is placed on top of a desk, the whole
combination must be placed against a wall to avoid the risk of
tipping. Adjustable middle shelf; easy to adjust to make room
for a computer screen or to create extra storage.

Dark gray stain

303.817.34

$299

Black-brown

402.457.03

$150

White stain

502.457.07

$150

Dark gray stain

703.817.46

$150

Sideboard 61¾×18½×34⅝". You can store everything from
plates to binders in the cabinet. The deep shelves and the two
large drawers give you plenty of storage space.
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES
INTERIOR ORGANIZERS

FJÄLLA Magazine files 4×9¾×11¾".

KVARNVIK Storage boxes with lids
Blue

303.970.75

$17.99/3pk

Gray

602.566.63

$17.99/3pk

Dark gray

103.956.66

$5.99/2pk

White/blue

604.323.41

$5.99/2pk

White

003.956.62

$5.99/2pk

001.590.14

$9.99

9¾×11½×6"

703.220.64

$9.99

11½×15×9¾"

203.220.66

$14.99

BYHOLMA Basket 9¾×11½×6".
Gray

KVARNVIK Storage box with lid 9¾×7×6".
Blue

603.970.74

$6.99

Gray

704.128.75

$6.99

KVARNVIK Storage box with lid 9¾×13¾×7¾".
Blue

903.970.63

$9.99

Gray

104.128.78

$9.99

GABBIG Basket Dark brown

FJÄLLA Storage box with lid 7×10¼×6".
BRANKIS Basket White

Dark gray

703.956.73

$3.99

White/blue

504.325.44

$3.99

14¼×10¾×5"

804.141.57

$9.99

$3.99

14¼×10¾×9"

204.141.60

$14.99

702.433.16

$9.99

White

403.956.79

FJÄLLA Storage box with lid 9¾×14¼×7¾".
Dark gray

003.956.76

$5.99

White

603.956.83

$5.99

White/blue

804.325.47

$5.99

KNARRA Basket 15×11½×6¼".
White

WALL ANCHORING GUIDE

If your wall material is not listed or if you have questions, consult with a local hardware retailer.
We all want our homes to be a safe place. But in our homes,
accidents can put children at risk. Working together, we can
help prevent these accidents and make the home a safer
place.

• Secure it! Use the tip-over restraint provided with the
product and the right hardware for your wall type. Consult
the enclosed guide for help with hardware.
• Never put a TV or other heavy objects on top of a chest of
drawers or any furniture not intended for use with a TV.
• Place heavy objects in the lowest drawers.
• Never let children climb or hang on drawers, doors or
shelves.

Wall Material: Drywall or plaster with
available wood stud.

Wall Material: Masonry.

Anchoring device: Screw inserted
directly into stud. For example, a 5 mm
wood screw provided with IKEA FIXA plug
and screw set.

Anchoring device solid wall: plug
with screw. For example, an 8 mm plug
provided with IKEA FIXA plug and screw
set.

Wall Material: Drywall or plaster without
available wood stud.
Anchoring device: Plug with screw. For
example, an 8 mm plug provided with
IKEA FIXA plug and screw set.

© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2013/2017/2019

Prices valid as of August 1, 2019 posting. Prices are subject to change.
Please see IKEA-USA.com or your local IKEA store for the most up to date pricing.

Anchoring device hollow wall: Togglestyle.

